
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) What is electromagnetic force? 

 b) What is back EMF?

 c) What is motor?

 d) DC shunt motor is a _______ speed motor?

 e) What is step down transformer?

 f) Transformer oil is used as a _______.

 g) State Faraday's second law of electromagnetic 

induction?

 h) Define armature reaction?

 i) Brushes of dc motor are made of _______.
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 j) Transformers are rated in _______.

 k) What are instrument transformer.

 l) DC series motor should not start at 
_______ load.

 m) A transformer has no ________ losses.

 n) Define efficiency of a transformer.

 o) Name the motor that has high starting 
torque?

 p) Write two application of dc shunt motor?

 q) _________ Relay used for protection of 
transformer internal faults.

 r) Why core of a transformer is laminated?

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Explain principle of working of a 
transformer.

 ii)  Explain working of dc generator?
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 iii) Explain significance of back emf in dc 
motor?

 iv) What is commutation. Explain any one 
method to improve commutation.

 v) Explain causes of failure to built up voltage 
in dc shunt generator?

 vi) Explain the difference between motor and 
generator.

 vii) Explain fleming's left hand rule?

 viii) What are factors affecting emf of 
generator?

 ix) Describe classification of dc motor.

 x) Define efficiency of a D.C machine. Write 
condition for maximum efficiency of a D.C 
machine.

 xi) Write methods of speed control of dc series 
motor. Explain anyone?

 xii) Draw torque current characteristics of dc 
shunt motor?

 xiii) Why starter is necessary to start dc motor?
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 xiv) What are the condition for parallel operation 
of a transformer.

 xv) Explain ideal transformer in detail.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Explain construction and working of dc motor in 
detail?

Q.4 Explain auto transformer. Describe advantages 
and disadvantage of autotransformer and give 
its applications?

Q.5 Explain various method of cooling of 
transformers?

Q.6 Draw and explain the connections of various 
types of three phase transformer.

Q.7 Explain Swinburne's test. Describe advantage 
and disadvantages of Swinburne test?
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